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'SPECIAL
OOLLECTIO~S
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0'1

MICHELIN TIRES, all under $5, Expert bicycle

DOWNTOWN

....

repairs. In shop use or tools and instruction avail&blc,
Albuquerque Bike Co-op, 106 Girard SE, Roomll7,

studios and offices; inexpensive, lntc.resiing, safe,
unique, Rosenwald Bt~ildln$. Fourth and ·Central.

......

265-5170,

('l

1969 VW BUG, Rebuili engine, sunroof;depcndat1le;

00

~ 1.

14 X 70, 3-BDRM MH. W/0, A/C, dishwasher,
carpeted, No pets, 2-baths, $225/month, $100

PERSONALS

d•ppsit, 345-2009, 898-9193,

CONTACTS???
~

'Ol

A
0

u

"><
.,

POLISHING & SOLUTIONs:
Casey Optical Company. 255-a736
tfn
ACCU)MTE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traccption, sterilization, abor1ion, Right to Choose,
294-Q 171 '
04/28
AGORA IS SPONSORING a talk by Psychology
Professor Sam Rolf' of UNM on the dangers of
psychotherapy, Wednesday. March ;2:9, 7:30 pm,

03127

WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? We do the cooking&
cle[ming, you do the studying. 30;3 Asb NE, 243~2881,

foam comfort pad, 4) ~ny size mauress with 5-year
guarantee; $99.00, 3407 Ct:ntral NE, 255-2289, 04/04

242·1119,
03129
1975 HARLEY-DAVIDSON. 250 SPRINT, one

SELF-HYPNOSIS WORKSHOP April I & 2,
Saturday 10-4 pm, Sunday l-4 pm. Cost $30.00,

03/28

pets, utilities paid, Semi-furnished, $185.0Q, 262-

6.

03/27

.,

5.

03/31

PHI ALPHA THETA (Hi~lory Honorary Society)
will meet on Friday, March 31, 1978, at 3:30pm in
the History Department Lounge, ~1e.~a Vista Hall

1104.

03/31

IT'S THE PLANETS for your dancing pleasure at
Ned's, dance 'til2 am this week.
03/27

03/30

HANG GLIDER, ELECTRA Flyer. Path Finder.
Excellent Condilion, $250.00. 256-1022.
03/31

Biology Rm. 139.
03/28
WALK TO CLASS, l~bt:lnn house, all utilities paid,
~ SAVE THE SEALS--l,et's stop the brutal slaugh!cr . $70, kids, pets, 262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
03/29
;;:: of helpless babies, 883·3789.
03/27
PIANO AND RECORDER lessons by experienced
BLOCKS TO UNM, 3-bdim house, fenced yard,
teacher. Call Linda, 247-8158.
03/27
kids, pets, $145.262-1751, Vally Rentals, $30 fee.
03/27
co
HOW LONG CAN IT GO ON???? N~tural Sound
~ Records and Tapes storewide sale is now in its third
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, finally rurnished, 1-bdrm,
;,."'
month--the longest sale in the history of New Mexiso,
large fenced )'ard, $85,262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30
,...... ·All 6.98 list LP's are 3.99, all7.98 list LP's are 4,89.
fee.
03/27
Higher list LP's and all tapes, l ,00 off regular price,
3 BEDRQOM HOUSE, wa!l-to-wall carpet, close to
Natural Sound has a large stock of used records and
l}_NM, nice neighborhood, $305. 268-1637,
03/30
tapes which are guaranteed against defects, priced at
1.99 up. Bring down your 1.1nwante.d records and
tapes and trade rorcash or new music. Natural Sound
Rt!I:!Brtl~ & Ti:tiJ~~. 119 H11rvanl 3E, (across from
PEUGOT BICYCLES SALES, service, accessories,
HIPpo Ice Cream), and8019-A Menaul NE.
04/14
JJ Moped, 3222 Central SE, 268-3949.
03/31
GUITAR LESSONS; FOLK, cla~sical, rock & jazz.
1975
HONDA
CB
360.
Excellent
condition,
1600
Experienced teacher. Call Marc,247-8158,
03127
miles. New baltery, $650/best offer, 262·0014. 03/27
GENERAL CINEMA CORP. diSc~mril movie tickets
GE POTSCRUBBER DISHWASHER--still under
03/31
now available; SUB Box Office, $2.50.
warranty~-$185. 296-4259.
03/27
• NOTRE DAME ALL the Way in the NCAA. 03/29
TUNE~UPS, $10, Set dwell, timing, plug gap, carb.
ANNUAL PHI ALPHA THETA book sale, Prlccs
!Job 265-4054, 265-322S.
03/28
,from Sc, Hundreds of titles, At SUB from 9-5
Tuesda.y, April4,1978.
04/04
CREATIVE SEWING--SEW without patterns. Class
starts April 6th. The Weavers' Studio, 205 Stanford

SE. 265-9100.

owner. $400/best offer. Call294-7671, Ernie.

extras! $395/mo. 293-4183,
03/31
1-BDRM •(UNIQUE), NEAR UN!\1, fireplace, no

z

...

03128

•

APT. FOR RENT. Great 3-bdrm, 2 bath, aif the

0014.

FORSALE

EMPLOYMENT _

PART-TIME JOB GRADUATE students only.
Afternoons and evenings, Must be able to work
Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 2Jyrs. old,
Apply in person, no phone calls please. Save-Way
Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 55l6 Menau! NE, ·

EXCELLENT

MONEY-MAKINO

INSTRUCTUKS FOK HlE followl•g: Art! &
Crafts, ballet, tap & exercise, yoga, pottery, guitar
and sign-language. $3.00/hr. J.WCA .247-8841. 03127

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

NATURAL DYE WORKSHOP .-Learn to use native
plants as dyes, The Weavers' Studio, 205 Stanford

SE, 265-9100.
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03/31
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3222 Central SE 268·3949

3.

SERVICES

LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now,

Call PENM 842-5200.
EXPERT TYPING, 266-4567.

tfn
03/3 I

We Now Carry Peugeot Bicycles
Complete Sales-Service-Accessories
B icycles-Mopeds-Vespa Scooters

QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete: typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
~cholastic. Charts & tables. 345-2125.
04129
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3·minutc Passport Photos. No appointment.
1@ 0515.
tfn
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance.

265·1164.
OJ/27
TYPING 1ST QUALITY. 883-7787.
tfn
GREATTYPING! 266-3953.
03/31
ROTOTILLING BY APPOINTMENT. Group rates
avaii:Jb!e. Call Tim, 268-6510,

04/28

DRESSMAKING. MEN'S CLOTHES. Allerntions.
262-0868.
03/28
03/28
TYPING 243-5117.
TUTORING AVAILABLE TO minority and male
students in pre-nursing course requifements. Call

03/31
OP-

PORTUNITY. Make good money part-time-campus representative needed for fun and easy to sell
product--proven campus winner, Send your name,
address, phone, school, year of graduation and selfaddressed stamped enVelope to; Famasy Productic.ns
Inc., 23 Stone Ave., Ashland, Ma. 01721.
03/27

PEUGEOT

•

Walk-up

YAMAHA XS 650-8 7,000 mi., blue, exceUent
condinon. Leaving town, must Sell $1,150 or B.O.,

'

OUTSTANDING PIUCES ON Maxwell C-9Q blank
cassettes! Ub: $3,25, UDXL: $4, Minimum 6.
Fireny. 256-1495.
04/17

03/27

RENT:

242-6166,298.6046.
03/30
CHEAP WATERBEDS! WATER trips $99.00 puys
you I) dark walnut stained frame, 2) safety liner, 3)

,

344-8384.

.<::
u

SPACE FOR

All lee
"All Levi's

SINGER FUTURA TOP of the Line. ::;lightly usea
but still under wammt)r, Push bulton boi:Jbin-winder,
blindhems, H:~s computerized buttonholing and does
~undreds of fancy stitches. R~;gularly $800,00, now

$ "0.00 cash. Call296-5115.
03/27
SOLAR POWER, G.E.D. products for home or
business. Call Mark at ALPHA Sy3tems, 255 . 3367

TODAY,
04/04
DOWNTOWN BAZAAR: RETAILER'S stalls for

rent: $100,00 mo'nth, $7.00 day. Open Mondaystudents $20,00, Limited enrollment, Phone 262-0066 . Saturday. RQscnwald Bulldlng. F9urlh and Central.

or266·1789.

03/31

242-6166,298-6046,

2.

LOST & FOUND

'

IJ'DDAY'S CIDSSIDID PUZZLI
dome or.
ACROSS
UNITED Feature Syndicate
naut
1 Collection of 63_ Speak..
papers
publicly
Friday'" Puzzle Solved:
5 Serpents
64 Entertainment
9 Persian
66 Anxious
gazelles
67 Impetuosity
14 Labrador
68 Within:
ore
Prefix
15 Small craft 69 Shrivels
16 Lasso
70 Delight:
171na
Slang
71 Holy ones:
peac;efui
Fr. abbr.
manner
19 "-·--- Gantry
DOWN
20 Scoff
21 Aircraft
1 Winning
feature: 2
spot
words
2
Girl's name
23 Intense fear
25 Singer Della· 3 Also-ran
41nserted
5
Babylonian
26 Utter
28 River mouth 6 W~s a van- 27 Be Inclined 47 Traverses
islands
49 Descended
dor
29 Ankle:
32 Flower
7 Less colorPrefix
52
Neap and
raisers
lui
30 At a specific spring
37 Cut violently a Design
time: 2
53 Express ap38 Resentment 9 Ridges
. wor~s
proval
39 Region of
1o Petroleum 31 Vehicle
55 Fixed
legs
source: 2 32 Essence
amount of
41 .Mauna·--:
word.s
33 Structural . duty
Haw.
11 Branches
device
56 Eat away
volcano
1,2 sun disk: 34 The but57 Forbidden
42 Head skin
Var
locks
things: ln45 Deprive of
.
35 Sandpiper
formal
lime
13 Famous
36 Religious 58 Negative
48 Excite
puppeteer
group
words .
greatly
18 "Ethan
40 Levantine 59 "Dies-·--":
50 Group of
-----":
ketch
Day of
seats
Wharton
43 Smoker's
Wrath
51 Paces
novel
accessory 60 Crazy:
54 Selected
22 Bandle~der 44 Claiming
Slang
58 Dusk to
--- L!3WIS
horses
61 Welshman's
dawn
24 Curling sur· 46 Hungarian
name
62 Prefix for
face
composer 65 Extremity

13.50

4.

HOUSING

ROOMY 1-BDRM FURNISHED apt;, utilities paid,

SI85.oomo., 116 Harvard SE. call898·1254. 03/31
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY, UTILITIES paid,

lobo
men's
$hOp

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilii

~S~I4~3.~00~m~o~.~,I~7~10~C~o~ai~P~I.~SE~-~C~a~ll~89~8-~12;5~4,~03~n~l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Post The Daily Lobo
The University of New Mexico
Stude_nt Publications Board
is accepting applications for
New Mexico Daily Lobo
Editor-In-Chief
Applications are available in the Student
Publications Business Office, Marron Hall·
room 131. Completed applications must be
returned by 12:00 noon on FrJday March 31.
Candidates will be interviewed by the Board
at it's April 4, meeting to be held at 7:00p.m.
in the Student Union Building, room 230.

DAILY
Tuesday, March 28, 1978

;·

i

'I·.~,
'

..

You can post the campus for only $10 a
year. That's the cost of a one year sub~
scription to the New Mexico Daily Lobo.
That includes the weekly summer issues.

If you'ie leaving, keep in touch
If you don't write home the Daily Lobo is a message
If a friend needs a Christmas gift, send the Dally Lobo
If you miss me Lobo Daily, mail it to yourself!
'

Cvme to Marron Hall Room 131, or send $10 to:
UNM Box 20, Univ. of N.M., Alb,, N.M. 87131

~motions

Explode
During Hearings

;...

M."

ByD.M.FLYNN
LOBO News Editor

r
Christine Kamberg, former chairperson of Office of
Research and Consumer Affairs.

Arraignment Held
For Ex-Officials

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907.
"
LOST: NEAR PHYSICAL Plant, blue bounded lab
03129
notebook. Please call Rick, 277·4681.
FOUND: NOTEBOOK W/NAME Henry Salazar.
Identify and claim. See Terry Halpin, Rm. 216
Journalism Bldg.
03/29

Candidates for ASUNM
president, vice president and 7
senators are due at noon
Friday in ropm 242 of the New
Mexico Union

03/30

2507.
03/28
ACCURATE TYPING BY PROFESSIONAL. 242·
2266.
04107
WEAVING, SPINNING CLASSES··inkle and
c::udwcaving worhhops··all Slatting soon. The
Weavers' Studio, 205 Stanrord SE, 265-9100. 03/31
TUTORING IN SPANISH, convcrsatioll or reading.
Call Miguel, 262·0449,
03/31
TUTORING-GENERAL AND Organic Chemistry.
Math, Calculus. Steve, 2~6-4856.
03/31

I
'

·;

Two former ASUNM officials, Robert Bruce Baldwi~ and Christine
Kamberg, and two others were arraigned in Bernalillo County District
Court Monday on four charges in connection with a kidnapping plot.
Eac~ were charged with conspiracy to commit a kidnapping,
conspiracy to extort, conspiracy to coiT'mit aggravated battery and
attempted kidnapping.
The four defendents were, Baldwin 29, 1405 San Carlos SW
Kamberg, 29, 917 Princeton SE. and Lyle Dean Bowen 23 and
Dennis Wade Morse, 27, addresses unknown.
'
'
All stood mute while the charges were read and the court entered a
plea of innocent for each of the defendents.
District Judge Gene E. Franchini reinstated each of their bonds to
$100,000 and set a preliminary hearing.for Friday in his courtroom.
, The fo~r were ~rrested last Friday in connection with a plot to
k1dnap Richard M11ler, a partner in the Albuquerque Jewelry com.
pany, of A. Tiffany and Sons.
Sherifrs officers said the suspects had planned to chloroform
Miller's wife and two children, poison the family dog and take Miller
to an abandoned building near Estancia.
Of~icers said they confiscated about a case of dyr:amitc, four
machme guns, a number of hanguns and two bombs and silencers
during the arrest.
Baldwin is a graduate student in the art department at UNM and
was a former chairman of the ASUNM Film Committee Kamberg
was chairwoman of the Office of Research and Consu~er Affairs
from May 1977 until December 1977 when she was fired.
Officers said the four had planned to ransome the Miller family for
$500,000 to $700,000.

Anaya Calls Domenici
'Crea~ure' of the Journal
New Mexico Attorney General
Toney Anaya, speaking before a
UNM political science class
Wednesday, said his coverage in the
state's press went from good to
poor when he annoum;ed his
candidacy for U.S. Senate. He also
labelled his opponent, Republican
Senator Pete Domenici, a ''creature
of the Albuquerque Journal."
Anaya said, "I don't mean that
in a derogatory fashion. But it's
·widely known that the Journal
always supports Republican
candidates."
- Speaking to a "media and
politics'' class recently, Anaya said,
"We've tried to establish from the
start a policy of playing by the rules
in the attorney general's office.
Because of this,,· the press in New

Mexico has been quite fair with me.
Some people even claim the Journal
has bent over backwards to make
'me look good."
Anaya said he doesn't agree with
that particular assertion, but he did
say he thought the Journal's
coverage of his activities as attorney
genera! changed when he announced his candidacy for ·
Domenici's seat.
"I knew the Journal would
endorse Domenici," he said. "And
when they did, they wrote in the
same editorial that I was doing a
good job and should stay in New
Mexico." Anaya said he wanted to protest
when the newspaper published an
editorial and cartoon which the
(cont. on page 31

Something hit the fan Monday
when David Epstein, chairman of
the cui !ural committee, told the
ASUNM Senate to take its money
and "shove it" during the senate's
budget hearings.
Epstein, who originally requested
,$25,900 for the committee, made
the comment in reference to a
motion to finance the committee
$13,000 for 1978-79. "If you're
that hard up for money, the senate
can take that money ant;! shove it,"
he said.
The comment touched off scores
of objections. Rick Anaya,
chairman of the senate finance
committee, told Epstein "I don't
like that remark you- made about
telling us to shove our money."
Senator Phil Hernandez also
expressed objection to the use of
the term and senator Stephanie
LeMay told Epstein, "Your attitude is not helping you at
aii ... You're just making enemies
· here. Calm down."
Epstein had ;old the senate
funding at a level of $13,000 would
mean student discounts to Popejoy
events would be only $1 off on a

'.,_.
David Epstein, chairman of the
ASUNM Cultural Committoe
tells Senate to "~hove it."

ticket rather than the half-price
discount given to students now.
He also told the senate, "Instead
of giving us $13,000 you should
give us nothing and we (the
committee) will withdraw the
·cultural committee from ASUN-

The senate passed the amount of
$15,000 to be placed on the spring
referendum for the cultural
committee by a v,ote of 12 to two
with one abstention.
In other action, the senate approved the figure of $58,000 for
KUNM with 10 minutes of debate.
The figure was approved with 16
senators in favor and one abstention. KUNM had requested the
same amount from the senate.
Earlier, the Senate approved the
LOBO's budget for 1978·79 at
$30,000. LOBO Editor Tim
Gallagher, who requested $40,000
from the senate, told the body the
amount of $23,000 as recommended by the senate finance
committee would be unacceptable.
"I expected to come in here and get
(the budget) cut. But I didn't expect
to walk out of here on one leg," he
said.
The amount of $12,710 was
approved for the speakers commitee budget. Damon Tobias,
chairman of the committee, had
requested $15,006 but was told by
Anaya, "The speakers committee is
just going to have to have a smaller
program next year."
(cont. on page ~l

i
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LOBO photo by Debbie Levy

A four-car collision at Yale and Centnil sent a young boy with minor injuries to the hospital and
tied up University traffic for about an hour late Monday afternoon. Police said a malfunctioning
traffic signal on Yale was the cause of the accident. Officers said two trucks traveling west on
Central crashed into a car that was heading north on Central, after it ran a stoplight. The three
vehicles collided and slammsd into a fourth vehicle that was stopped at the north Yale light.
J8ffrie Padilla, .( was taken to Presbyterian Hospital where he was treated for a bump on the head
and released.

Traffic Problems Minimal
Lt. Alex Roybai of the campus police said recently
that the biggest campus traffic problem -concerning
motorists is that they fail to come to complete stops at
stop signs.
"A lot of motorists just roll through the in·
tersections and there are a few who don't even slow
down," he said.
Roybal said pedestrians are' a large part of the
traffic problem. The most prevalent offender, he said,
is the jay walker.
"Legally, the pedestrian has the right-of-way in the

crosswalk, but many still prefer to cross in the middle
of the block," Roybal said.
One problem that goes unnoticed by many is the
habits of bicycle riders. Roybal said bicycle riders
must follow the same regulations as automobile
drivers, including speed limits and stop signs.
Although an average of 30 speeding tickets a month
are written for mtorists on campus. Roybal said
speeding does not pose a major problem because of
the short distar1ces between blocks and stop signs.
Generally, Roybal said, campus streets are safe.

...,-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~

·ro Secure Poisonous Chlori·ne

·"t)

About People ---------------- ~

w

iCuban-Bound Ship in U.S. Waters
~

BOSTON (UPI) - The Coast
·Guard gave a troubled Cuban.::;. bound freighter permission to enter
U.S. waters Monday to sec~ue five
one..ton cylinders of pmsonous ·
chlorine that broke loose in rough
seas off Cape Cod.
. Wary af(er a recent Florida
·~ chlorine gas leak that killed ~:ight
Z persons, the coast guard said it had
N'
., been "highJy cautious" before
~ allowing the 290-foot freighter to
P.. enter U.S, waters.
·
· f.ll!iJ,
Coast Guard spokesman
Herb Williams said the Cypriot-flag
Aghjus Nicolaus B was traveling
from ~ewfoundland to Cuba with
an undetermined number of crew
members aboard.
He said no injuries were- immediately reported and "at this
point the bottles are not leaking."
"We have been in radio contact
with the ship from our Chatham
station," Williams said. "Five
cylinders of chlorine gas are loose,
but we don't know the definition of
'loose."'

3

a
.§
i!

The shi~ was carrying a cargo of
115 one-ton cylinders, but most
were · secure. The Coast Guard
reporte~ difficulty obtaining information because of language
problems with the ship's Cuban
radio operator.
About 5 p.m. Monday, the ship
was about five miles off Truro on
the ocean side of Cape Cod,
struggling in heavy seas and 40knot winds.
' "We're going to let ber come
jnside Cape Cod Bay about eight
r.Jiles," Williams said. "That will
get them out of the worst weather .
to tie down the bottles."
The securing operation was
expected to take about 24 hours.
Williams said the cargo and its
gas would be lethal to anyone
within six-tenths of a mile of the
vessel, which was warned not to
come near land.
In permitting the dangerous
cargo to move within a few miles of
shore, the coast guard cited an
emergency navigational Ia w that

allows ships to enter U.S. waters if
Eight motorists who drove into . the derailment was caused by
endangered by weather conditions.
the gas cloud along a Florida removal of bolts holding track
On Feb. 26, an Atlanta and St. Panhandle highway were killed and together. No one has been arrested
An~rews B~y Ra~road C'? ..freight 3,5?<J persons were forced from in connection with the incident.
tram derailed 111 Flonda and their homes.
released liquid chlorine gas fumes
The national transportation
from a ruptured tank car.
safety board said it found evidence

Rhodesian ettle
Dubbed Inadequate
WASHINGTON (UPI)-The
state department said Monday the
Rhodesian settlement leading
toward· majority rule has "serious
inadequacies" and may not result
in "a peaceful transition."
State Department spokesman

Contract
Accord
Nearing

Join the

PEACE CORPS
277-5907

DO YOU HAVE ZITS?
The University of New· Mexico Division
of Dermatol6gy and Student Health
Center needs volunteers with. acne to
·help determine the effectiveness of a
new medication for treatment of this
condition. Patients must be available
for examination on Saturday mornings
starting April 8 through July 1 , and
should not be taking oral antibiotics or
birth control pills during the month
before the study begins. Volunteers will
be paid for their participation.

W ASHINGTON(UPI)-The
United Mine Workers union and
the mine construction in'dustry
appeared near settlement Monday
on a new contract, but picketing
construction workers stopped
thousands of coal miners from
returning to work after their 111day strike.
UMW bargainers and officials of
the Associated Bituminous Contractors, whose member firms build
coal tipples · and other mine
facilities, spent several hours
together Monday.

John Trattner; in ah apparent
hardening of the U.S. position, also
said the administration views any
"administrative arrangement"
negotiated by the Ian Smith
government as illegal because "the
Salisbury regime is regarded by the
British and us as an illegal regime.
"I can reiterate the U.S. commitment to the principles of the
Anglo-American plan and our
support for a meeting of all the
parties to the Rhodesian problem,"
Trattner said.

Carter Bares
Urban Pian
To Mayors

35J.IUI

The New Mexioo Dally Lobo is published
Monday through Friday every regular w~k of
the University year and weekly durJng the sum~
mer session by the Board of Student
Publications of the Unhtcrslty of New MexiC..'O,

and is not financially associated with UNM.
Second class pOstage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico 87131. Subscription rate Is $10.00 for
the academic year.
The opfn!ons expressed on the editorial pages
of the Daily Lobo are those of the author soldy.
Unsigned opinion is that of the editorial board
of The Dally Lobo. Nothing printed in the
Dafl!l Lebo necessar.ily represents the views of
the University of New Mexico,

For further information, contact Rito Macinnis (277-4757) or.
Sharon Noble (277-3136).
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"To a greater extent than ever
before, the future of our cities and
the destiny of our nation "are
joined," Carter said in a five-page
speech at a White House ceremony,
while members of the National
Conference of Mayors stood by.
"But let there be no doubt that
today marks a turning point.''

,. ..

His policy package asks congress
for:
-Authority for potential new
spending of $4.4 billion in fiscal
1979, and another $6 billion in 1980
'.· for
wide range of programs
covering
such areas as jobs,
"
. , housing, parks and even crime
' prevention.
-Up to $1.7 billion a year over
two years in tax incentives to
businesses and industry that locate
in urban centers.

a

~-

'

I

Today's Cou~on Speeial

"We have made quite clear we
believe the so-called internal settlement in Rhodesia has serious
inadequacies and our goal remains
a just and lasting settlement for
Rhodesia in which all parties are
involved."
In its first comments on the
agreement. State Department
spokesmen earlier called it a
"significant step in the right
direction," but stressed it was only
part of the process toward solving
the Rhodesian problem.
Trattner said Monday, "we did
not think the internal settlement
was going to be able to guarantee,
in a real way, a peaceful transition.

New Mexif:!J Attorney General Toney Anaya.

• • •

Toney Anaya

(cont. from pago11

"We have reservations about

WASHINGTON
(UP I)-President Carter, pledging
to "reverse" deterioration of the
nation's cities, Monday asked
Congress to spend up to $10.4
billion over two years to aid
depressed areas, slow suburban
development and encourage industry back to the cities.
Carter, unveiling his longawaited proposal, also asked for
$5.1 billion in tax and loan inNew Mexico
centives to lure business and inDAILY LOBO
~ dustry back into economically
No. 119
Vol..82
1 distressed areas.

weeklong journey.
"She'll have lots of companions" -children of staffers of
the American embassies and
diplomatic corps at all the stops_
said Mary Hoyt, the First Lady's
press secretary.

Emotions

World

Ill .

.
MURIEL MULL~ FUTURE
S~. PAUL, Mmn, ~UPI)- s:n.
Munel Humphr~y Will meet With
Gov. Ru~y Perpich sometime this
week to discuss her future political
plans, the governor's office said
Monday,
Sources said the wife of the late
Amy will not be attending the Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey may
state dinners, as she frequently does announce within the next few days
at the White House, but she will be whether she will run in November
invited to the after-dinner en- for the full four years of her
tertainment in the capitals the husband's unexpired term.
• • •
Carters will visit.
Mrs. Humphrey, who is spending
the
Senate's Easter recess at her
I cont. from page 11
:She also will accompany her home in Waverly, asked for the
Film Committee, the last group
mother on some of the side trips, . ~meeting with the Governor, who
to be heard during the budget .including a visit to a village in .appointed her to the Senate after
battle, brought in approximately 30 Nigeria.
Humphrey died Jan. 13.
persons to support its request of
$7,000. While the finance committee
recommended
apARTS AND SCIENCE STUDENTS
proximately $850 less than the
requested amount, film committee
CAN FIND EMPLOYMENT!
chairman Mike Stewart objected.
ATTEND·
"If the finance committee
recommendation is approved,
CAREER EXPLORATION FAIR
quality . of films we show will
FOR STUDENTS
decrease and so will. the number of
them.
TAKING ARTS & SCIENCE COURSES
" .. .I do not see very many of you
SUB BALLROOM
(senators) down there. I don't think
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 29, 1978
you can put yourselves in the
9:00-12:00 NOON & 1:00-3:3Qp.m.
position of determining what the
students can and can't see."
SOME EMPLOYERS ATTENDING:
Anaya told the senate, "If you
CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
think this is intimidating (referring
HEW.
to the amount of people who had
shown up in support of the film
NM STATE PERSONNEL
committee), wait until Wednesday
U.S. CENSUS BUREAU
night when we get some of the
IB.M
smaller groups in here.
THE BROADWAY
Senator R. J. Laino offered a
compromise figure of $6,500 in the
CIVILIAN PERSONNEL OFFICEform of a motion. The senate
KIRTLAND A.F.B.
finally approved that amount, 10 to
PURPOSE OF FAIR:
four. Round two of the budget
TO EXPLORE EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES,
hearings is scheduled for WedTO TALK WITH THE TYPICAL LIBERAL ARTS
nesday at 7 p.m. in room 251 of the
SUB.
EMPLOYERS

VERY IMPORTANT KID
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Amy
, Carter. has a diplomatic passport
for her first trip abroad, which
starts Tuesday when she accompanies her oarents to South
America and Afrfca.
The President's 10-year-old
daughter also took a series of shots
prescribed for all travelers in the
Carter party who are taking the

what the arrangement can do in the
way of a peaceful transition to
black majority rule in Rhodesia and
about inclusion in any future
government of all of the parties to
the conflict."
I,

Elephant Wild
After Trainer
Misses Work
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. (UPI)
- The trouble with Zooella is that
she's just wild without Harry.
"She's ready to kill," said a city
park department official of the
tantrums being thrown by the threeton zoo elephant who misses her
trainer.
"We're putting people in there
with her right now and we
shouldn't be. She tries to throw
men to the floor and do headstands
on them. That's how elephants kill.
We're running scared."
Frederick A. Meyer, director of
the John Ball Park Zoo, is now
trying to figure out what to do with
the zoo's normally temperamental
star who has turned downright
mean since her keeper .of 13 years,
Harry Maxim, took ill.
Ralph Berndtson, assistant zoo
superintendent, helped Maxim tend
Zooella for years and has taken
command now that Maxim will be
out of action several months.
Meyer provided an alibi for the
lonely lady. Elephants. usually
develop strong feelings for their
keepers, he said.

''
.l

attorney general felt were particularly uncomplimentary to him,
"but I don't know how to fight that
kind of ·journalism. (Governor
Jerry) Apodaca is trying, but he's
going to lose just the same."
Apodaca said he will ask for
Justice
congressional
and
Department investigations into
"possible conspiracy between the
.Tournai, the U. S. Attorney's
Office and the FBI to see if any
improper influence was used to
direct investigations for political or
other improper reasons."
The governor announced his
plans in a statement in response to a
Journal story mentioning him in
connection with a federal investigation of California crime
figures and their associates.
"Despite the fights I've had with
the governor," Anaya said, "I
must agree the coverage he received
in the Journal was highly unfair to
him.
"I've criticized Jerry in the past
for some of his associations with
so-called 'questionable characters, • ·
but he hasn't disassociated himself
from the~e people. That's one
reason for his problems," said the
attorney general.
Anaya said he encountered "bad
press" for the first time when he
ran for attorney general three years
ago. After that experience, which
he said almost cost him the election,
he attempted to promote legislation ·
to force the print media in New
Mexico to devote equal space to a
candidate to rebut statements made
by a political opponent.
"When they (the print media)
learned what I was planning," he
said, "I had most of the state's
reporters breathing down my neck,
so I backed off."
The attorney general said he
believes the press can "very
definitely" play a role in candidate
selection.
"The real value of media," he
said, "is to portray the issues.
Unfortunately, I think we are going
to see the local media continue to
slant the issues in this campaign."
Anaya· said he has b'een accused
of being too accesible to the media ·
as attorney general. He disagreed, ··
saying, "I feel I should-always be
ready to discus~~ public busines.s
with the public, through the

media."
The press lately has been treating
him he said, not as Toney Anaya,
attorney general, but as Toney
Anaya, candidate, "Unfortunately,
everything I do now is seen as being
politically motivated," he said.
Despite the opposition, Anaya is
confident. "After the primaries,"
he said, "I'll be ready to debate
Domenici. I assume he will be hard
.to pin down."
Toney Anaya, the candidate, said
he has two reasons for running for
the Senate. "Primarily I want to
remain in public service, but I also
want to conduct an experiment: can
we run a successful low-budget
campaign?"
The underdog Anaya is trying to
amass $400,000 in campaign fund,
$120,000 of which would go to
advertising.
"Most of our media funds will be
spent in TV," he said. "It's the best
way to reach the most people."
Moving away from the campaign, Anaya said his office is
planning to step up its investigations
into
narcotics
smuggling and organized crime in
New Mexico. He also commented
on the state's current problems with
liquor license abuses.
"The crux of the problem, as I
see it," he said, "is the state's
statutes. Right now the quota on
licenses is set at one per 200,000
population. Albuquerque won't
have sufficient growth to get
another license for a long time.
"Our efforts so far have been to
strictly interpret and enforce
today's statutes to make the liquor
industry want reform. They are the
ones strangling any change because
they've found ways to work around
the quotas."
The attorney general said he
thinks there is some truth to the
belief • that organized crime is
making inroads in New Mexico
from Arizona.
"It's been an eastern trend," he
said. "A great deal of organized
crime activity began in the
California land fraud. It moved to
Arizona gradually, and is now
coming here.
: '.'Our office just turned over a
memorandum to the Justice
Department with the names of 26 to
28 individuals· in the state with ties
to known organized crime figures."
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· ' Everyone is in~ited. to a slid~ show
on E:.:uador wtth tnf~rmatton ~n I
UN!'f s Andean study center ~n
J Qutto, Ecuador .. The program wdl ~i;
' be on Wednesday, March 29 at ;
1 4:00 pm in Ortega 153. For in-.
1 formation contact Latin American
Study Center 277-2636.

Good through Friday, March 31, 1978
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Presidential
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The LOBO will be interviewing
all Graduate Student Association
candidates for president this week.
The GSA election will take place
next week.
All candidates are asked to call
the LOBO at 277-5656 and ask for
'the editor or news editor to set up
an appointment time.

No· More .Lig.ht

.,~

•

ASUNM Viewpoint

PIRG
by Sen. Phil Hernandez
While the LOBO in its Mar. 23 and 27 issues has ably presented some
of the facts surrounding the NMPIRG referendum controversy, there is
always more to tell, especially where NMPIRG propaganda is refuted.
Here are more of the facts.
--ThereJs na.$2 feefor.NMPIR.G. $2 of the $14ASUNM fee has been
given to NMPIRG for the past three years. This will amount to about
$47,000 if this continues next year.
·
--NMPIRG receives the highest allocation to any ASUNM-funded
organization save KUNM-FM.
--NMPIRG has no statisticaLdata to prove that the student body
supports it. All their referenda proved was that a majority of those
voting favored an allocation of $2 to NMPIRG.
--All other ASUN M-funded organizations return unspent money to
ASUNM. NMPIRG, which had about $13,000 left over from 1976-77,
does not. This raises doubts on any moral committment to fund
NMPIRG.
--The NMPIRG agreement, which states NMPIRG is not controlled
by UNM (and hence ASUNM) violates 10 specific provisions of the
ASUNM Constitution (Art. I, Sec. 1c, Art. II, Sees. 2, 5a, Art .. IV, Sec.
1, Art. VI, Sees. 2,3a,4.8'and Art. VIII, Sees. 1,2 and it could be voided
in a court of law.
--Removal of the referendum will not deny the student body the
opportunity to vote on NMPIRG's funding, ·or even on the $47,000. The
Senate can still reco.mmend the $47,000 through normal budgeting
procedures-which NMPIRG must follow anyway. The students'
voting rights cannot be denied.
--With only a few weeks to go in the editors' terms, NMPIRG has
threatened the LOBO with their removal, citing events long past One
might sepculate that NMPIRG is unhappy about the LOBO's editorial of
Mar. 22 and could be crying sour grapes.
--When presenting a packet of information to ASUNM Senators,
NMPIRG included only one page of its most recent financial report.
Omitted from the three-page report was the page showing NMPIRG's
surplus from last year.
The list of facts could go on and on, but this column can't. For more
information, please contact this writer at 277-5528 or 255-6235. The
reader is also invited to obtain information at the NMPIRG offices, 139
Harvard SE, 277-2757.
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Judge Orders
Smiley Out
Will Smiley, an occasional.starter
on this past season's UNM
basketball team, was issued a
restraining order that orders him to
leave his ex-girlfriend alone.
District Judge Phillip Baiamonte
issed the temporary restraining
order forcing Smiley to leave Paula
Bogacz's apartment on Ross SE
·and to leave her alone.

:Z:

Where there was once light at the end of the Middle East tunnel,
! there is once again pitch darkness.
~ Prospects for peace which seemed hopeful after Egyptian President
il-< Anwar Sadat's "sacred mission" to Israel last year, have become very
bleak with the renewal of fighting along the sot.thern Lebanon border
between Israelis and Palestinian guerillas. Rumors circulating last week
about the possible removal of Israeli Prime Minister Menach~m Begin
didn't help the situation either. American Jews are also worned about
President Carter's sale of arms to Egypt and Saudia Arabia and Carter's
call for a Palestinian homeland.
IN VIEW OF THE BREAKDOWN IN PEACE NEGOTIATIONS
and the apparent drifting apart between the countries, the U.S. must
again push harder in directing both sides to compromise.
.
..
Carter's hard line stance in urging the Israelis to soften the1r pos1t1on
on retaining the West Bank was not received well by either Israeli or
American Jews, but it is a stance that must be taken.
By the same token, the Arab states must_give Israel time to adjust to
these concessions. In hindsight, !';adat's January statement that peace
was only a few months away must be accounted for by his overzealousness.
THE CARTER ADMINISTRATION MUST FIRST gain the confidence of the Jews that it will not abandon its "spe_cial relationship"
with Israel.
Then this nation will re-establish its role as mediator. We have as
much to gain or lose as any Middle East nation.

-ca-mpus Briefs-

Lobos Lauded
Editor:
Congratulations to your basketball team for winning the WAC.
That's one of the finest teams the WAC has ever seen. The game
played here in Salt Lake City against Utah will go down as one of the
classics of college basketball. Both teams were superb!
I'd also like to congratulate your team members on being fine gentlemen. The sportsmanship in the game here was great -- pulling opponents up after a fall, a pat on the behind after a good play. They
especially showed greatness when Jeff Jonas (our all-American from _
last year) was introduced pre-game, and the entire New Mexico bench
stood and applauded.
Afton Bradshaw, Vice President
University of Utah Alumni Assn.

Frightening Stats
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the second of a three-part installment written
for the LOBO by Citzens Against Nuclear Threats.)
I would like to cite statistics by internationally acclaimed scientists
John W. Gofman and'Arthur R. Tamplin who are research associates at
Lawerence Radiation Laboratory in Livermore, Calif. Arthur Tamplin is
a graduate of the University of California at Berkeley, with a B.A.
degree in biochemistry and a Ph.D in Biophysics. As a group leader in
the bio-medical Division at Lawerence he has been responsible for
developing the ability to predict the ultimate distribution within the
biosphere particularly the concentration of each radionuclide produced
in the explosion of a nuclear device. This program is also concerned
with the effects of its radiation on man. Previously he was a research
associate with the Rand corporation, working on problems concerned
with the space program.
John Gofman has degrees from the University of California, a Ph.d.
in nuclear physical chemistry (at Berkeley) and an M.D. He is a
professor of Medical Physics at Berkeley. From 1963 to 1969, he was
associcate director of the Lawerence Laboratory. Dr. Gofman is a codiscoverer of U-232, Pa-232, U-233, and Pa-233, and of slow and fast
nuetron fissionability of U-233. He also is co-inventor of the Uranyl
acetate and columbium oxide process for plutonium separation. He has
taught in the radioiosotope and radiobiology fields for over twenty
years, and has done research in radio chemistry, macro molecules, lip
proteins, coronary hea.rt disease, arteriosclerosis, transelement
determination, x-ray spectography, chromosomes and cancer and
radiation hazards. Co-editor of "Advances in Biological and Medical
Physics," he has also written about 130 articles and has prepared
additional reports. In addition he is author with A.V. Nichols and E.V.
Dobbin of three books on heart disease. He is a member of 10 scholarly
and professional societies.
"From their work was estimated the lung cancers that could be
expected from plutonium from the nuclear industry. Using projections
from the Atomic Energy Commission, Gaufman calculated the amounts
of plutonium that the industry would handle bytheyear2020. He found
that if the industry could contain plutonium with 99,99 percent efficiency that is 0.01 percent of the plutonium in the fuel cycle would
roaoh the biosphere) the industry would stili cause 500,000 additional
lung cancer deaths per year for about 50 years following the year 2020.
Since current death rate from all causes in the U.S. is about two million
a year, the calculations are ,quite alarming. It was also noted that
considering the falibility of men and equipment plus circumstances of
accidents, it would be a 'miracle' if the atomic industry could actually
contain 99.99 percent of the plutonium it handled."
"Some of the Gofman findings on plutonium should startle the industry. In a study released in July of 1975, Gofman calculated, using
estimates of the populations cumulative inhalation of fallout, the
numbers of cancers that have developed or will develope as a result of
the world wide fall out from atmosoheric testing.
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A discussion on Eurocommunism, specifically French and
Italian Communist parties, will be
held Wednesday, March 29 at 4
p.m. in Ortega Hall Library, Room
335.
Lt. James Snyder, a nuclear
officer, will speak on chemical
engineering and the nuclear Navy
Wednesday, March 29 at 2 p.m. in
Farris Engineering Center, Room
303.
Beginning meditation chsses will
be held in the Honors Center,
Room 152 at 5:15 p.m. Wednesdays. Class is open until April
12. For more information, ca112551506.
The :UNM Mountain Club .will
have a general meeting Wednesday,
March 29 at 7:30 p.m. in SUB
Room 231 D and E. Nominations
for officers for the 1978-79 year will
be held as well as plans for
mountain trips and rock climbing.
clinics.
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"Psychology and Athletics" will
be the topic of a workshop being
presented at the psychology
department, March 24.
))r.
Gary Ness, associate
professor of health, physical
education and recreation at UNM,
will be the speaker,
The talk will begin at 4 p.m. in
Room 121 of the Psychology
Building.
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Over ice or snow add P/2 oz. of Montezuma Tequila, the Noblest
Tequila, to delicious Fresca. It's a chiller!
©1978. 80 proof Montezuma Tequila. Distilled and bottled by Barton Di;tillers Import Co., New York, N.Y. '·Fre,ca is a registered trademark of the Coca·Cola Company.
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Buy any two sandwiches and get
the third of equal value for just
lc.

by Garry Trudeau
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become aware of job possiqilities 9
and gives students a chance to a;:
explore career opportunites !:l
through contact with firms that do 8hire liberal arts majors," said Tom ~
:Venardos, advisor in the College of:....
Arts and Sciences.
:;;!
The fair will be from 9 a.m. to
noon and from 1 to 3:30p.m.

Agora is sponsoring a talk by
UNM psychologist Dr. Sam Roll on
the dangers of psychotherapy
Wednesday, March 29 at 7:30p.m.
in Biology 139.
The Latin American Center will
give a slide show on Ecuador with
information on UNM's Andean
Study Center in Quito, Ecuador on
Wednesday, March 29 at 4 p.m. in
Ortega 153.
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7:30 p.m. - A Counter History of
the (.J.S.: Number 4 "Indian
Genocide;
pioneers';
labor
movement."
9:00 p.m. - Raices y conciencia del
pueblo: Latino program.
KUNM News at 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
UP! News at 1,6,8,11 a.m., land 9
p.m.
Sports at 3 p.m.

DOONESBURY
ON/3 PAY I'M
GOIN6 7VGBT

UNM students and employees are
asked to donate blood at a blood
dri~e. Friday, April 7, announced
Carroll Lee, Comptroller.
The drive will be held in the
Roberts Room at Scholes Hall,
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Those who want to donate blood
should make an appointment at
Schole> Hall, Room 108 or call 277-

Phych~P.E.

z

An opportunity for liberal arts "
majors to meet prospective emplayers will be available Wednesday t::J
at the second annual Career Fair in · ~
the SUB Ballroom. "The Career -<
Fair gives the student a chance to

90.1

~G'BYE,MR.'BtGIN---1 ~HE:111DNICAIDI JIMMY IN I-llS WISHY·WA9J.Y MOOD!''

·Letters.

Blood Drive
In Scholes

Career Fair
In Ballroom
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VGn HGien ··Rocks Like the. Devil·

Dave Roth

Edward Van Halen

VanDalen
WBBSK.3075
By MARK SMITH
Alex and Edward Van Ha.len
were' trained in classical piano·while
growing up in the Netherlands, but
one would never know their early
influence by giving an ear to their
first album.
The LP delivers hard driving
rock and roll similar to the trend
developed in . the late sixties, Its
music is fight,. p~_ecJs;· and
deceptively sephisticat~d,' :' :.·
The Van Halen br6thers:'ie1!m up
with David Roth and Michael
Anthony to form one of the most
popular live acts to come out of
California in years.
After touring the coast with the
likes of Santana, Sparks and UFO,
they were spotted and helped out by
Gene Simmons of Kiss, who paid
for their original demo tape
sessions, and Van Halen was on its
way.
The first side bursts open with
"Runnin' With the Devil," and
doesn't stop rockin' until the final
cut is over.
The highlight of the side is their
first single, ·a remake of the Kinks
classic "You Really Got Me." They
do an exceptional job on the song,
sounding much like the original. As
with most of the album its receiving
much FM play.
On the flip side they rock even
harder. A rarity of recent years,
being that there are six songs (all
over three minutes in length) on the

ffitke Anthony
Alex Vo.n Ho.len
~i;ii;~~giii;~~~;&ii;i,;~~~"iiii~~giii;i side, is a pleasant surprise.
·
~
Screaming through heavy metal

on "J amies Cryin," and "Atomic
Punk," they lead up to the best cut
on the album, "Feel Your Love
Tonight." The song shows an

The University of New Mexico
Student Publications Board
is accepting applications for
New Mexico Daily Lobo
Editor-In-Chief
Applications are available in the Student
Publications Business Office, Marron Hall
room 131. Completed applications must be
returned by 12:00 noon on Friday March 31.
Candidates will be interviewed by the Board
at it's April 4, meeting to be held at 7:00 p.m.
· in the Student Union Building, room 230.

The environmental film festival
finishes its run at the School of
Architecture and Planning at 2414
Central SE this week with showings
at noon and 7 p.m. Admission is
free.
Two films are featured today.
Factory studies an economically
successful production woodworking plant where workers and
management have developed
together an alternative to the
dehumanized factory system.
Lovejoy's Nuclear War focuses on
the toppling of a 500-foot utility
tower by Sam Lovejoy in a
dramatic protest against nuclear
power.
1
On Wednesday Farming is
Farming points to the hazzards of
our national dependence on the
wasteful practice of corporate
farming. Two Deserts: Sahara and

-

The New Kid In Town
•

e

e
e

1
4418 Central SE

Breakfast 7am On
Fine Lunches
Daily Specials
Selected Wine List

~Boogie To:

H. Hopper

There have been many new
groups hitting it big as of late, and
Van Halen will be no exception. If
they persist with the style of their
first work, their future as a
superstar is very promising.
Best Cuts: "Feel Your Love
Tonight," "Ice Cream Man,"
"You Really Got Me," and "Ain't
Talkin' 'Bout Love.'~ B plus,

Despite 11-1 Th1.imping· By .. Lobos in Finale

A cult is developing in
Albuquerque and the ritual takes
place each Friday and Saturday at
midnight at Don Pancho's Art
Theatre.
The followers flock to the Rocky
Horror Picture Show that has been
playing there for several weeks.
There is no need for alarm
however because the cultists are
peaceful and only. meet for a few
hours each week.
· "!'he Rocky Horror Picture Show
is a musical version of a story about
transexuals from Transylvania. It is
loud and raunchy and has drawn an
audience of faithful viewers who
can recite the dialogue word for
word.
I got a taste of the passion the
cultists feel when I went to the show
Friday night. My companion and I
paid our fee and entered the theatre
for a couple hours of audience
participation.
.
We tiptoed through half-empt1ed
boxes of popcorn and half-full cups
of soft drinks to our seats in the
middle of the hous~.

these two deserts. 1t shows how
man has changed the land in one
desert and adapted himself to it in
the other. Other films tomorrow
include Water: The Effluent
Society and Flooding River: A

I"

'

We were handed a candle and a
newspaper for "later on" which we
·quietly accepted not wishing to
offend the followers.
The movie began with occasional
outbursts from the audience. Then
the ceremony picked up pace.
During the wedding scene rice was
hurled at the screen as members
sang along with the actors.
Then the heroine, caught in a
rain storm covered her head with a
newspaper. Dutifully the followers
pulled out their newspapers and ·
draped them over their heads while
water sprinkled down from above.
The most spectacular part of the
ritual occurred when the actors
sang about the light at the end of
the tunnel. On each refrain, candles
rose from the dark theatre. It was
obvious this was a favorite part of
the ceremony from the expressions
of bliss on the cultists' faces.
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Seven films close out the festival.

Solar Tea Home covers how to
build a solar home. Desert Cloud is
about a cloud that self-inflates and
takes off from the desert floor in
Kuwait. It instantly creates shade
and soon causes rain to fall as water
condenses on its underside. Other
films. include National Solar

A powerful swing by Lobo
catcher Tammy Goff turned into a
' triple and pulled the UNM women's
softball team from a score of zero
to a narrow win over third-ranked
Michigan State, 4-3.

1st: Charles Kolberg
2nd: Jimmy Trujillo

Heating and Cooling Information
Center, Solar Hot Water, Have Our
Planet and Eat It Too?, Biff
Yanda's Greenhouse and Solar
Design.

__.; , ___:_:__~
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Second baseman Cheryl Shaw
slammed in the winning singfe at
the bottom of the seventh inning.
"It was the biggest win of the
season,'' Coach Susan Craig said.
"We've been playing top teams in

Fri~bee,

Billiards
Polo Entries Due

3rd: Davld Gee

METAPHYSICAL
LEARNING
CENTER

Entries for men's and women's . through Thursday after 5:30p.m.
waterpolo and billiards are due
Men's and women's leagues will
today along with co-ree frisbee . be forming so get a bunch of
entries.
friends together and form a team.
Seven people plop into tubes and
Billiards doubles will be held this
throw the ball across the water in Saturday morning with competition
VJaterpolo. Games will be Monday for both men and women.
Co-ree frisbee entries are also due
today. For more information go to
room 230 of Johnson Gym and fill
out an entry blank.

Lectures:
Every Sunday 11 AM
Noon Meditations: Daily

Spring Classes:
• Masculine-Feminine
Principles

t"'
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Mexico's bats battering Wyoming Wyoming's only run.
pitchers throughout the game.
The Lobo's big bats were carried ~
The Lobos rampaged for six r~;~ns by Kyle ~ut~edge, Aaron Cain, a~d
in the first inning off Cowboy John C1felh, who came up w1th ...,
start!fr.,Davi'd Substager to breeze tp. : three, two and two hits res~ectiv~ly. 00
the~tory.
·5
Wyoming's 4-1 record was good
The· ·Lobos came up with eleven enough · for first place in • the
hits in the game to break out of tourney, while the 3-2 I:obos
their two g~me slump.
finished second. Tulsa was !h!f(l at
UNM pitcher Matt Mahaffey 2-2, and Iowa took up the cellar ·
of Mark threw the entire game scattering six with a 1-3 record.
.
Cal
Jim Wiskotoni hjts and striking out eight in the
The next contest for the Lobos IS
combined to throw a three hitter in seven inning affair. His shutout was
this Wednes~ay, ~hen they .ope~ a
the first game. The Lobos had men. ruined in the last inning when he six game senes With the UmvefSlty
in scoring position many times, via threw a wild pitch scoring
of Nebraska at Omaha, at 7 p.m.
base on balls, but could never get
the big hit to get them started.
PREGNANT
The game was highlighted by a
triple play in the second inning
AND
when Hurricane shortstop Steve
DISTRESSED?
Schields nabbed a line drive off the
bat of Duffy Ryan tagged second
Reach for hope
base and threw to first nailing Lobo
call247-9819
baserunners who were off and
running.
The contest was marred by the
wildness of Tulsa starter Calvert
who hit two UNM batters and
brushed backed or knocked down
another half-dozen.
Wiskotoni came on in relief to
Wyoming Mall
get the win. The Joss went to L~bo
294-3072
· hurler John Cherney who went the
Quality Plants
distam:e, but look his first 8etback
against five victories.
The Lowest Prices
The second game had New

Tammy Goff Triple Paces
Lobo Softball Team Win

Win nets

the nation all season and now we've
proved that we can win some tough
games.''
The Lobos opened the three-day
Las Cruces Invitational against
second-ranked Arizona and,
finding trouble matching Arizona's
experience, lost 8-4.
UNM also lost its first game
against Michigan State 3-2.
But then Michigan lost in the
tournament, UNM paired up with
them, winning by one important
run.
"We had an excellent defense
and our offense is ·beginning to
show;" Craig said.
The softball team meets Utah
State and Weber State in conference games Friday beginning at
II a.m. at Los Altos Park.

G,

Now Available: Baskets From Mexico
On Sale: Asparagus & Bird's Nest Ferns
False Aralias
2268-C Wyoming 294-3072
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Donation - $25

• Hatha Yoga
Sundays, 5:15-6:30 pm
Mondays, 10:30·12 Noon
Donation - $3 per class

Earn $15.00a week

II
ew location to service UNMI

1001 Tijeras N.E. 247-3668
1631 ELibank N.E.
511 Wyoming N.E.
4523 4th N.W.
Belen at 614 Becker

293-4508
265-3667
345-5301
864-3522

---------

·-

Donate Twice Weekly

• Creative Process
(8 Weeks)
Mon. March 27 7:30-9 PM
Donation - $24
Meditation(8 Weeks)
BeQinning: Wed. March 29,
5:15·6:45 PM
Ul'JM Humanities Bldg., ,
Rm.152
Wed. 7:30-9 PM
Donation - $24
Advanced (8 Weeks)
Wed., Mar. 29, 7:30-9 PM
Donation - $24

Blood
Plas111a
Donor Center
8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

• Bible Study
Fridays, 10:30-11:30 AM
Donation - Love Offering

All Classes held at
Symphony of Ufe Center
unless otherwise noted

842-6991

For Further Information
Call 255·1506

Symphony Of Life

3110 Central S.E.

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

',i

Today' s Special

Today's
Speeial

ENGINEERS
Avon construction CompanY Is looking

for a hard working, Industrious person.
who wants to get Involved with a growing,
progressive construction company.
We are looking for a person who wants
to develop a future In Heavy & H1ghwr..y'
Construction areas of field supervision;
field layout, bidding, estimating, con·
structlon and other related fields In the.
construction Industry In New Mexico and

Colorado.
For further lnfotmafton,

conracc or wtlt•:

Bue Avery
P.O. Box 00

Buena Vl•ta, CG. 81211
ot ull:
PQS) 395-2448

Lower Level

..I

Mon,-J1ri. •
9:00-6:06
Sat.
9:00-2:00

Do You Need
Cash?

Thur, Mar.16, 6:30-lD-.30 pm

•

··~

lobo base runner Walt Arnold beats the throw to first as an Iowa opponent waits for the ball.

Basketball

Other Way.

~<-

LOBO photo by Phyllis M. Kushner

Study in Riverine Ecology.
Four films will be aired on
Thursday. Junkdump shows how
future generations may find
themselves inundated with the
unreclaimable residues of society.
In The Hopi Way, the movement of
a large coal mining company into
the Black Mesa threatens to upset
the fabric of Hopi life. The other
films are Conflict in Values: Where
Do We Grow From Here? and The

I<

By MARK SMITH
LOBO Sp11rts Writer
After a dismal 5-1 loss Saturday
·afternoon, the New Mexico
baseball team destroyed a
(in the
squad ll-1,
in the final
Turquoise

The Rocky Hottot Cult
By WENDY BISSELL

0

1!:1.

Pokes Win Turquoise Tourney

~

-

Film Festival Closes Out

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~·-~~~~~~~~S~o~n~o~ra:.!:lo~o~k~s~c:lo~s~e~ly~a~t~p~eo~p~l~~~i:n
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excellent mix of guitars ·and a nice
vocal harmony.
A bluesy number entitled "Ice
Cream Man" is the only other
song, besides "You Really GOt
Me," that wasn't written by the
group. Starting with a slow down
tempo it explodes with energy
midway through until its conclusion.
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31~ 1'1~q
BIKE TO CLASS, finally furnished ·2-bdrm, secur~ly
fenced yard, SilO. Call262-17ll~ V!lley Rentals, $30
fee.
03/31
WHAT IS A COJ;LEGE INN7 Excellent [ood (no
limit), Private and double rooms. Maid service, 303
Ash NE, 243-288 I.
03/28

Classifieds

l

1.

FOUND: PAPERBACK FRENCH Dictionary. Call

PERSONALS

87l·ll0l.
0)/29
FOUND: SMALL MIXED puppy, Terrier? Central
and Terrace. Call873-1305,
03129
PUZZLE RING LOST near SUB. $25 reward. 2554364.
03/28

CONTACTS11? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
Casey Optical Company. 255-8736
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose,
294..0l71.
04128

...

FOUND; LADIES WRIST watch, near College Inn.
· Call Roger 277·3106 day, 242·8356 evenings, 04/03

AGORA IS SPONSORING a talk by Psychology
Professor Sam Roll of UNM on the dangers of
psychotherapy, Wednesday, March 2~, 7:30 pm,
BiologyRm. 139,
03/28
SAVE THE SEALS.. Let's stop the brutal slaughler
ofllelplcssbabies.883·3789.
03129
HOW LONG CAN IT GO ON71?7 NatUral Sound.
.Records and Tapes storewide sale is now in its third
month-the longest sale in the history of New Mexico.
All6.98 Jist LP's are 3,99, al\7,981ist LP's are 4.89.
Higher list LP's and all tapes, 1.00 off regular price.
Natural Sound has a large stock of used records and
tapes which are guaranteed against defects, priced at
1.99 up. Bring down your unwanted records and
tapes and trade for cash or new music, Natural Sound
Records & Tapes, 119 Harvard SE, (across from
Hippo Icc Cream), and8019·A Menaul NE.
04/14
GENERAL CINEMA CORP. discount movie tickets
now available; SUB Box Office. $2,50.
03/31
NOTRE DAME ALL the Way in the Nl./~\. 03/29
ANNUAL PHI ALPHA THETA bC"ok sale. Prices
from !ic. Hundreds of titles. At SUB from 9·5
Tuesday,April4,1978.
04/04
CREATIVE SEWING-SEW wh11out patterns. Class
starts April 6th. The Weave_·:'~' S1udio, 205 Stanford
SE. 265-9100.
03/31
PHI ALPHA THETA (HislOry Honorary Sociely)
will meet on Friday, March 31, 1978, at 3:30pm in
the History Department Lounge, Mesa Vista Hall
1104.
Ol/JI
1ST ANNUAL EVERYTHING must go spring saleaU pipes, tobacco's, paraphernalia, imported
cigarettes, celestial teas, rainbows, incense,
everything up to 40 per cent off at Pipe & Tobacco
Road, 107Jl Cornell SE, across from UNM. M·f
8:30-6:00, Sat. 10-S. (Expecting a tax refund? One
dollar puts any pipe on layaway!)
04/10
PERRY'S PIZZA. We Deliver. Call 843-9150. Try
our fresh .salad and slice: specials for lunch.
04/03
GEORGE FOR EDJTORI!I
tfn
SPECIAL DRINK PRICES during happy hour at
Ned's. Extra special drink prices during Very Happy
Hour at Ned's,
03/28

2.

J•

SERVICES

----------~--------------LSAT~MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now,
Call PENM 842~5 200 •
tfn

EXPERT TYPING. 2664567.
03/31
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical~ general, legal, medical,
scholastic, Charts & tables, 345·2125.
04/29
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3-minute Passport Pholos. No appointment.
tfn
268 .g 515 .

TYPING 1ST QUALITY. 883-7787.
GREAT TYPING! 266-39ll.

tfn
Ol/ll

ROTOTILLING BY APPOINTMENT. Group rates

available. Call Tim, 268-6510.
04/28
DRESSMAKING. MEN'S CLOTHES. Alterations.
262-0868.
03/28
TYPING24l-lll7.
Ol/28
TUTORING AVAILABLE TO minority and male
students in pre-nursing course requirements. Call
2l01.
03/28
ACCURATE TYPING BY PROFESSIONAL. 242·
2266.
04/01
WEAVING, SPINNING CLASSES--inkle and
cardweaving workshops--all starting soon. The

4.

6.

LOST: NEAR PHYSICAL Plant, blue bounded lab
notebook. Please caU Rick, 271-4681.
03/29
FOUND: NOTEBOOK W/NAME Hen[}' Salazar.
Identify and claim. See Terry Halpin, Rm. 216
1ournatism Bldg.
03/29

PART-TIME JOB -GRADUATE sLUdents only.
Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to work
Friday e.nd Saturday nights. Must be 21 yrs. old.
Apply, in person, no phone~ calls please. Save-Way
Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul NE.
03/31

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

DOWNTOWN SPACE FOR RENT: Walk-up
studios and offices: inexpensive, interesting, safe,
unique. Rosenwald Building. Fourth and Central.
242·6166, 298-6046.
03/30
CHEAP WATERBEDS! WATER trips $99,00 buys
you 1) dark walnut stained frame, 2) safety liner, 3)
foam comfort pad, 4) a.ny size mattress with 5-year
guarantee; $99.00. 3407 Central NE, 255-2289. 04/04
SOLAR POWER, G.E.D. products for home or
business, Call Mark at ALPHA Systems, 255-3367
TODAY.
04/04
DOWNTOWN BAZAAR: RETAILER'S stalls for
rent: $100.00 month, $7.00 day, Open Monday.
Saturday. Rosenwald Building. fourth and Central.
242-6166, 298-6046.
03/30
SELF-HYPNOSIS WORKSHOP April I & 2,
Saturtlay 10-4 prn, Stmtlay 14 pm. Cosl SJO,OO,
students S20,00. Limited enrollment. Phone 262-0066
or266-1789.
03/JI
NATURAL DYE WORKSHOP. Learn to use native
plants as dyes. The Weavers' Studio, 20~ Stanford
SE,265-9100.
Ol/JI

Spending

Vl/te- ~ zP, lq··t(
.

TDDAY'S CIDSSIDID PVZZLB

SPE ,I,AL
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--mounted a strong campais;n ~o repeal the
By DOLORES WOOD
food tax; (the campai'gfrwas unsuccessful)
LOBO Staff Writer
--asked students what they most wanted us
NMPIRG received about $33,000 in
to
work on -- the answer was where to get
payments from UNM for the fall semester.
Added to its approximate $13,000 carry-over your car fixed, sq we have published an Auto
from the last fiscal year, that brings the Fall Repair Guide;
--a guide to brith control and maternity
1977 PIRG revenue to about $46,000.
services;
PIRG sent a release listing its "record of
--a guide to heating with firewood;
accomplishment" for this year:
--a guide to winter home energy con"--developed a program which gives
servation;
students credit for working on PIRG
--a guide to day care services;
projects;
--a survey of grocery stores in
--obtained four Vista volunteers to expand
our work in areas of housing and nutrition, Albuquerque;
--a pamphlet on working with the media;
resulting in among other things, a free an--questions and answers abqut the food
swering service for landlord-tenant
·
problems; (the federal government pays the tax;
-·a
newsletter
about
nuclear
waste."
salaries of the volunteers)

ACROSS 47 Sweet
UNITED Feature 8yndicate
. potato
1 Scrape
49 Want
Monday's Puzzle Solved:
harshly
urgently
5 Early
50 Ending for
newsreel
cash or
jA
[S
A lSI
company
-front
IB
lA
II A T
·10Wound
51 Paper
~i
[U
IE IV
c~ust
.
money
·14 Eight: Prefrx 53 Ornamental
15 Deck In fin·
vases
Mil
lA
ery
55 Friend
IGIAIR ~!_INIE
Is
16 Suffer loss 56 Most recent
IR IE
IN IE IE·I
IO
17 Retail out- 6 ~ Part ofthe
let: 2 words
body
IH Jn
11 re r~t
19 R~ctangular e2 Keep one's
IG
IC
IH
prer
head·····
20 Barracuda
[0 [R [A ]TIE
ID IV
IR
16 lA
21 Foot: Prefix 64 Elysium
s IN
IR
~ ~fs
22 Russian VIP 65 Giver
of old.
66 Against
23 Preludes to 67 Spanish
the finals:
painter
Informal
68 Cooks by
25 Whale:
boiling
18 Not
41 Cacophony
Prefix
69 Go on
elsewhere 46 Feel angry
26 Be confispecified:
toward
dent
Abbr.
48 John L.
DOWN
30 Resin24 Swedish
Lewis
secreting
lake
followers
1 Fabulous 25 Jean··---: 51 European
insect
birds
31 Fashionable
Fr painter
shoe
2 DL!II pain 26 Gave an
52 Church
34 Certain
3 Oliver Haredge to
bench
· exams
dy's buddy 27 Plead
53 Puts Into
36 Light wave
4 H_urt
28 Explorer
play
amplifier
54 Be a horse5 Light tint 29 Biblical
38 Done-··
turn
• 6 Wile
.
judge
man
7 Typhoon. 2 31 Meridian: 55 Apartments:
39 Gross
Abbr.
Siang
words ,
8 Rabbits
32 Plain plinth 57 Lament
58 Sicily sight
relatives 33 Disliked
42 Ordinal
9 Stared at 35 Up to now: 2 59 Arranges
suffix
words
tableware
10 Scheduled
.43 Mockery
11 Form
37 Lance's
60 Animal's
44 General
12 Movie
.. relative
gait
heading
45 Pay ex40 Negative re· 63 Promise
13 ropcp~rt
penses
u
sponse
solemnly

,.
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Wednesday, March 29, 1978

·

Senate Attendance Tallied

C~ed

Slrago.n

Casey Optical Co.

Makers af Hand Made
Indian Jewelry

(nat door to casey Rex:a/1 Dru~

Lomas at Washington
255-6329

Q

OLDTOWN

Mexico Daily Lobo

Thrsa psrsons were arrested on campus lata Tuesday afternoon
and booked on felony charges of passing a forged prescription at
the Lobo pharmacy and for possession of a substance suspected of
baing harion, police said.
Rosie Bernadaft8 Chavez, 515 Wisconsin NE., Nicky Filimanio
Montoya, 1121 Palomas SW•. and Mary Asperlia Chavez, 333
Alcazar NE. were arrested in a car by city police after a chase
which ended in the walkway between the art building and Woodward Hall.
The child of one of the parsons arrested waits with an officer in
an unmarked police car after the arrest.

•

By D.M. FLYNN
LOBO News Editor
Four of 18 ASUNM Senators
have missed one-third of the senate
meetings this semester and four
other senators have perfect senate
meeting attendance records, according to records released by the
ASUNM secretary.
Only Senator Phil Hernandez,
however, is batting 1.000 in his
attendance of senate and standing
committee meetings, the records
report.
Senators Rick Anaya, chairman
of the sente finance committee,
Millie Arviso, R.J. Laino, chairman of the presidential appointments
committee
and
Stephanie LeMay have each missed
three of the nine senate meetings
included in the records.
"One time I was out of town, the
other I was sick and the other my
husband was involved in an accident," Arviso told the Lobo.
LeMay, who is one the UNM ski
team, said she missed the meetings
to attend regional and national
skiing competitions.
Laino said, "I must have been
working. I cut work more than I cut
senate meetings."

I
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Pleue place the following classified adverti'JemeDt in the New Mnko Doily
Lobo
times(s) beginning
, under, the heading
(circle one): 1. Penonab;
2. Lost & Fotmd;
3. Services;
... Bowing;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.

LO -- 0

Absentees State Excuses

HOUSING

Ray-Bans, Photo-ehroJ'"~
~ Ji"~,~
Gradients, Mirrors, or Polarized.

--lobbying for the equal rights amendKentucky State PIRG (KYSPIRG) is ment;
another group in the same situation as
NMPIRG ··Kentucky has only one PIRG in
--sponsoring a nuclear waste publication
the state. Other PIRGs including California, and forum;
Iowa, Florida and Maine, pool their efforts
--successfully lobbying for a bill to forbid
for a statewide organization. However,
nonreturnable
cans and bottles;
KYSPIRG differs from NMPIRG in that it is
·-working
with
another group to stop
funded by the check-off system (students add
two dollars to their tuition if they wish to water pollution in the area. '
KYSPIRO has no paid full-time staff.
contribute to PIRG).

DAILY

Want Ads say it
in a. Big WayH

SUNGLASS HD'OTS

To date $16,125.79 has gone for salaries
Last year, KYSPIRG's budget was$2 500and $1,649.86 for work-study students.
·five percent of NMPIRG;s budget.' The
NMPIRG has four full time staff mem- group Tisted its accomplishments as:
bers; one whose salary is about $8,000 a year,
the other three ·with approximate $7,000 --the state's frist medical directory listing
yearly salaries.
standard prices and rating doctors;

New Mexico

J BEDROOM HOUSE, wall·to-wall carpet, close to
UNM, nice neighborhood, S30S. 268·1637.
03/30
APT. FOR RENT. Great 3-b.drm, 2 bath, all the
extras! S39l/mo. 2934183.
03/31
ALL UTILITIES PAID, clean soled 1-bdrm, 3·blks
to UNM, S6l. Call262·17ll, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
03/31

Di
Recorded Message
Phone 296-8568

EMPLOYMENT

ull\ '3 Qu0

ROOMY l·BDRM FURNISHED apt., utilities paid,
Sl8l.OO mo.;JI6 Harvard SE. Call898-12l4.
03/31
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY, UTILITIES paid,
SJ43.00 mo., I 710 Coal Pl. SE. Call898·12l4. 03/31

LOST & FOUND

HAYAY SHALOM

FORSALE

PEUGOT BICYCLES SALES, service, accessoi'ies,
JJ Moped, 3222 Central SE, 268-3949.
03/31
TUNE-UPS, $10. Set dwell, timing, plug gap, carb.
Bob 26540l4, 26l-322l.
03/28
_MICHELIN TIRES, all under $5. Expert bicycle
repairs. In shop Use of tools and instruction,available,
Albuquerque Bike Co~op, 106 Girard SE, Room 117.
265-5170.
03/28
1969 VW BUG, Rebuilt engine, sunroof, dependable,
344-8384.
03/28
197l HARLEY-DAVIDSON 250 SPRINT, one
owner. $400/best offer. Ca11294-7671, Ernie. 03/30
OUTSTANDING PRICES ON Maxwell C,9Q blank
cassettes! UD: $3.25. UDXL: $4. Minimum 6,
Firefly, 2l6-149l.
04/17
HANG GLIDER, ELECTRA Flyer, Path Finder,
Excellent Condition, $250.00. 256~1022.
03/31
IN DASH AM-FM, S-track stereo, 266-2878. 03/28
1971 VW. GREAT condition, interior like new. Call
for details, Ma~, 277-2161.
04/03
1976 GREEN DATSUN SEDAN. Lo\V mileage, on:y
$2900. Excellent conditi~j· See Ken, 1908 Silver SE,
Apt. 5, at4:00 pm, M-S.·
03/29

Weavers' Studio, 205 Stanford SE, 265-9100. 03/31
TUTORING IN SPANISH, conversation or reading;
CRIIMiguel, 262-0449.
03/31
TUTORING-GENERAL AND Organic Chemistry,
Math, Calculus. Steve, 2664856.
03/.31
EDITORlAL SERVICE AND writing assistance.
26l-1164.
04/10

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907,.
ss

'

5.

Classified Advertising is
located In Marron Hall, Rm~ 105.
Open 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
Rates are: to run-an ad 4 days or
less costs 15 cents a word per
day;. an ad placed 5 days or
more consecutively costs 9
cents a word per day.
.
NOON is the deadline to place
an ad in next day.
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Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!t

Rick Anaya, chairman
ASUNM Senate Finance Com·
mittea, missed throe of nine
senate mf18tings.

R.J. Laine, chairman of
presidential appointments com·
mittfiB, missed three of nina
senate meetings.

Senators Ann Dunphy, Joe
Gorman, Phil Hernandez and John
Kelso have not missed any senate
meetings, according to the record.
Senators missing two meetings are
Rudy Martinez, Marc Seidman and
Pat Toohey. Senators Jack Fortner,
Eric Lucero, David McCrane,
steering committee chairman
Robert Roibal, Mimi Swanson and
Leroy Warin have each missei::l one
meeting.
..
The record does not include the
past two senate meetings. It does
include, however, a meeting called

by president Tom Williams on
March 20 at which Anaya, Laino,
Martinez, Roibal, Seidman,
Toohey and Warin were not
present.
Also on the record are the
number of standing committee
·meetings missed by senators Arv;,o
(3), Dunphy (3), Fortner (2),
Gorman (4), Kelso {1), LeMay (2),
Lucero {1), McCrane (2) and
Toohey (1). Dunphy is President
pro tempore of the senate and is an
ex-officcio member of all three
standing committees.

~

Classified Advertising Rates·
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
~ Tenns Cash in advance
Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

Enclose..i $

.. ! - - -

PlaCed by - - - - - - Telephon,e__ _ _ __

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of·New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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